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Committee on Demands for Grants of the 
Ministry of External Affairs for the year 1997-
98. 

SPECIAL MENTIONS 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now Dr. Manmohan 
Singh. 

PROF. VIJAY KUMAR MALHOTRA 
(Delhi): Sir is it a Short Duration 
Discussion? 

I am only asking this. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is only a Special 
Mention. 

Price Rise 

DR. MANMOHAN SINGH (Assam): Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, with your permission, I beg to 
draw the attention of this House and of the 
Government to the alarming and grave price 
situation that prevails in our country. According 
to the official statistics, in the current year, the 
wholesale price index has shown an increase 
close to 9 per cent. What is much more 
disturbing is that this year's price increase has 
been concentrated on essential commodities, 
particularly the primary commodities. Whereas 
in the week ended 7th November, 1998, all 
commodities' wholesale price index showed an 
increase of 8.85 per cent, the index of primary 
articles showed an annual increase of 18.24 
per cent. Over the year; the cereal index shows 
an increase of 13.24 per cent and the oil-seeds 
index shows an increase of 23.62 per cent and 
(he edible oil index shows an increase of 23.37 
per cent. Sir, we all know that the wholesale 
price index grossly under-states the actual 
increase in prices and the annual index of the 
consumer price index, according to the 
Government's own statistics, is already 15 per 
cent to 16 per cent. This disturbing increase in 
prices, of course, further gets accentuated when 
we loot it the prices of articles of mass 
consumption' For instance, in the case of onion, 
there is an 800 per cent increase. Prices of 
potatoes, tomatoes and all other vegetables 
have registered a steep increase, and therefore, 
a situation exists today when our country is 
heading for a double-digit inflation. TKe 
people of India have had an opportunity to 
express their views on this grave situaion and 

I believe, there is, today no difrence of opinion, 
whether on the Opposition Benches or on the 
Treasury Benches, that the price situation that 
prevails in our country is a cause of grave 
national concern. I recall, Sir, that some weeks 
ago, the Prime Minister, commenting on the 
price situation, mentioned two reasons for the 
possible price increase; one he termed as 
asmani, the other he termed as sultani. Sir, my 
charge is that this Government has overstated 
the role of asmani factors, and it has 
underestimated the role of sultani factors. Sir, 
the price increase this year has taken place in 
the background of a three to four per cent 
increase in agricultural production projected 
by the official statistics of this country. In the 
past also, prices has risen, but these price 
increases, especially for articles of mass 
consumption and primary articles usually were 
associated with the severe drought situation. 
This year, on the whole, the agricultural 
situation points to an increase of three to four 
per cent in production. That prices of essential 
commodities and primary articles, should be 
rising despite this large increase in agricultural 
production is a reflection of the gross 
mismanagement on the part of this 
Government. 

Secondly, Sir, in the past, sometimes prices 
in our country rose because of international 
factors the increase in oil prices, the increase 
in prices of articles coming from outside. That 
factor also is missing this year. The prices of 
petroleum products in the world market are 
now lowest then drawing. The last twenty 
years. What is more, all over the world, the 
prices of most articles have been falling, not 
rising. India is only one of the'few unfortunate 
countries where, despite what is happening in 
the world, the prices are getting out of hand. 
Therefore, Sir, I submit to you that this is a 
classic case of utter neglect of the price 
situation, Uttar mismanagement of the 
economy. 

When this Government came to power, and 
when the Government presented the Budget, I 
had warned on that very day that this 
Government's fiscal policies were going to 
perpetuate stagflation. At that time, the Finance 
Minister and the other members of this 
Government had ridiculed that suggestion. In 
fact. Sir, our country is today faced with 
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declining production, declining rate of growth, 
but accelerating prices. The only index which 
is increasing is the index of prices. The index 
of industrial production is down, the index of 
exports is down, the capital inflows from 
institutional investors show a negative growth 
this year. The foreign direct investment inflows 
this year point to a fall as compared with last 
year. As I said, the only thing that is going up 
is the misery index, the price increase that is 
taking place. 

Sir, why is this price increase taking place? 
Whatever factors have been blamed by the 
Government, basically, the fault lies with the 
overall macro-management of the economy, 
the taxation policies of this Government, the 
monetary policies of this Government, the 
foreign trade policies of this Governmet, the 
faulty implementaion of the public Distribution 
System of the country and the failure to 
anticipate the seasonal and other factors which 
sometimes affect the prices. On all these points, 
I find that this Government has been lax to a 
point of criminality. Take the case of fiscal 
management. The Finance Minister presented 
a Budget with tax proposals, the increase in 
petroleum prices; firstly, there was an increase 
by four rupees a litre; next day it was rolled 
back! The increase in the prices of urea within 
two weeks was rolled back! Sir, we all know 
once prices go up, the trades don'ts follow the 
Government's instructions even if excise duitss 
go down subsequently and, therefore, the fact 
that the Government has such a mistaken idea 
of what the system can absorb by way of excise 
duites is one of the major factors which boosted 
the inflationary psychology in our country. 
Then there is the special import duty, a 
generalised increase in import duty of 8%. 
Subsequently it was lowered to 4%. But the 
damage was done. The psychology of inflation 
got emedded into the system. Overall, the 
Government had presented a Budget which said 
that they would contain the fiscal deficit of the 
country at 5.6% of GDP. It outlined a 
programme of tax measures. It outlined a 
programme of expenditure. The situation today 
is that nobody in the world, no serious 
economist in our country, believes the word of 
this Government that it is going to contain the 
fiscal deficit at 5.6% of the GDP. Every day 
newspapers are coming out with the news that 

the tax projections are going haywire and that 
the expenditure projections are rising far 
beyond what the Government had projected. 
You see it all every day in the statistics 
published by the Reserve Bank of India with 
regard to the growth of money supply. This 
Government, at the time when it presented the 
Budget and subsequently, had declared that 
they have a target of 15% growth rate of money 
supply. But for all these months the annual 
growth rate of money supply has been of the 
order of 20%. If the fiscal indices point to the 
reverse direction, if the monetary indices are 
in different directions from what the 
Government has projected, it is not surprising 
that the people of India do not believe the word 
of this Government when it says that the prices 
are under control or that the prices are rising 
for reasons beyond the Control of this 
Government. Therefore, I charge this 
Government of having a mistaken fiscal policy, 
a mistaken monetary policy, and I also charge 
it of having a foreign trade policy which does 
not recognise that this is year in which there 
should have been a moderation of exports of 
commodities like onions and vegetables. They 
did not take action in time and the result is 
that we have a major crisis in the country with 
regard to steep increase in the prices of all 
essential commodities. The situation in which 
the production of onion decreases by 10 per 
cent to 15 per cent but the price of onion goes 
up by 1,000 per cent, I think, is a classic case 
of failure of management of the economy. It is 
not simply an act of God. It cannot be simply 
explained away by seasonal factors. Overall 
during this Government's regime the public 
distribution system has been grossly neglected. 
The Government has failed to ensure that 
hoarderes, the unscrupulous elements in trade, 
are disciplined. What is the use of the Prime 
Minister calling a conference of Chief 
Ministers on the 26th or 27th of November? 
These things should have been done much 
earlier. Our fear is and our suspicion is that 
the Government has been unduly soft on these 
unscrupulous elements and they have taken full 
advantage of the scarcity in certain sectors to 
push the price index of all essential 
commodities in such a manner as I have 
described. As I have mentioned, the alarming 
Price situation is something which is not 
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disputed. The Members of the ruling coalition 
themselves have said that the rise in the prices 
of essential commodities is a major factor for 
the debacle of the ruling party in the recent 
elections. Yet, we find that even today there is 
no consistent and coherent plan of action. 
Calling conferences without outlining practical 
measures is not going to make the situation 
any better. Sir, my fear, as I said, is that our 
country is today in the midst of an unusual 
stagflation. The output is declining. The prices 
are going up. My fear is that if this Government 
continues to be as lax in its economic 
management as it has been doing during the 
last seven or eight months, our country is 
heading for a major economic crisis. It is in 
some way the stagnation of output, the 
stagnation of the industry, which has saved this 
country from a balance of payment crisis. 
Suppose the industrial production picks up in 
a manner in which the Minister of Industry 
wants, it and we all want it, what will happen? 

If our imports rise in a big way, if our 
exports decline, if the capital inflows decline, 
then we have all the makings of a major balance 
of payment crisis. Therefore, I urge upon the 
Government to wake up now. Do not push this 
country into another grave economic crisis, 
balance of payments' crisis. It is time that 
effective measures are taken to improve the 
economic management, to bring the price 
situation under control. 

CHAIRMAN: Some hon. Members want to 
associate. I would call them but they should 
finish in two minutes. 

SHRI GURUDS DAS DUPTA (West 
Bengal): Sir, it is really fine to hear Dr. 
Manmohan Singh because today he says that 
the wholesale price index does not reflect the 
price increase. It is a departure from the 
origninal position. We say that the wholesale 
price index is a total fraud. We have always 
been saying this. No Finance Minister accepted 
that position here in the House. At least now 
the situation has brought many of us close to 
reality and close to life. 

Firstly, I charge the Government that it has 
been friendly towards the delinquent traders. I 
am not going into the details of economic 
fundamentals. Let us discuss the economic 

fundamentals in a structured way. The specific 
issue here is the price rise. Why has there been 
this price rise? The economic policies are 
wrong. 

The economic policies need to be changed. 
This unbridled liberalisation must be given a 
go-by. That is a broader question on which 
many of us may differ. That is a different issue. 
But so far as the price rise is concerned, it has 
taken place to such a magnitude because the 
Government has been found to be friendly 
towards the delinquest traders. That is my first 
charge. 

The second point is this and unfortunately 
I have to say this. We find a total collapse of 
the Government because you will kindly 
remember that this House discussed the issue 
of price rise in the month of July, when I had 
raised the discussion. At that point of time, the 
hon. Finance Minister had categorically stated 
that it was a seasonal price-rise and that within 
a month or two there was bound to be a decline. 
It only betrays the ignorance on the part of the 
Government. The Government failed to see 
what was in the offing, what was the future. 
The Government failed to estimate the 
dangerous potentials of the situation. 
Therefore, my second charge is that the 
Government is absolutely incapable of 
discharging its responsibility as a 
constitutionally-constituted Government of the 
country. 

My third charge is that this Government has 
been delibrately sitting on the amendment of 
the Essential Commodities Act. The Chief 
Minister of West Bengal, Shri Jyoti Basu, 
stated that the question of amendment of the 
Essential Commodities Act was held back. It 
was introduced in the Parliament. It was again 
referred to the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee. The Standing Committee gave its 
approval. There was a discussion that took 
place. The Government took the plea that the 
discussion was inconclusive and it was again 
sent to the Select Committee. It was a pre-
determined plan not to pass that amendment, 
not to give the additional powers, not to give 
the administration the power to take adequate 
punitive measures against those who, taking 
advantage of the scarcity, take to black-
marketing and hoarding. The Government 
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delibrately did it because this is a Government 
which is friendly towards the delinquent 
traders. 

Thirdly, this Government has been totally 
inactive since July. This Government not only 
failed to read the situation, it also delibrately 
did not take any steps. No step was taken. We 
pointed out in the House that there was bound 
to be scarcity in the supply of a large number 
of essential commodities. We demanded a 
temporary ban on exports. But the Government 
refused to oblige. The Government refused to 
oblige the nation. We demanded that some sort 
of action must be taken against the delinquent 
traders. We demanded that they should be put 
behind bars. Not a single person was sent to 
jail. There is not a single case in which punitive 
action was taken. 

The traders were allowed to do their job. I 
do not know in exchange of what that the 
traders were allowed to do their job. And after 
they have done their job, there was only a 
comic action on the part of the Government 
just one month before the election. As a stunt 
some people were arrested. Even there was a 
suggestion by their allise that the Chief 
Ministers' Conference should be called to 
discuss measures to tackle the situation. That 
was also not taken care of. Therefore, Sir, it is 
not a question of failure. It is a question of 
deliberate failure. It is a question of collapse. 
It is a question of collusion. It is a question of 
the Government failing to discharge its 
responsibility as a constitutionally constituted 
Government.... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is all. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: 
Therefore, Sir, since the Government has 
totally failed to discharge its responsibility, I 
demand immediate resignation of the 
Government that is in power today. The 
Government must see the mood of the people. 
The Government must read what is the writing 
on the wall. The Government must be sensitive 
to understand what is in store for them. If even 
today the Government is insensitive, greater 
reverses await them in future. Therefore, Sir, 
in order that a greater disaster does not befall 
the country and a greater disaster does not 
befall the Government, it is better that the 
Government clear out of office. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Biplab Dasgupta. 
Associate yourself in two minutes. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (West Bengal): 
Two minutes are not enough... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A number of people are 

there. You take two minutes only. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: Sir, I thought 
that we had asked for a much longer discussion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is a different thing. 
We are on Special Mentions. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: Sir, the issue 
is not simply one of the prices of onions and 
potatoes. Last year during this time the rate of 
inflation was three per cent. Even at the time 
of election, it was around five per cent. Now it 
is approximately 10 per cent. So, one has to 
explain what policies, what factors, have led 
to this rise in price, this galloping inflation. 
And this inflation is not of a general type. It is 
hurting the common masses, hurting the people 
who want to buy the essential commodities. 
But these are not coming. If the Government 
says that it was due to natural disaster, then 
the red signal was flashing for the last three or 
four months. As far as I know, the experts 
advised the Government to make imports. Why 
were these imports not made when many other 
smaller items were imported? Why were these 
important items not imported? I also want to 
ask why distribution was not stringent. I know 
that some attempts were made here and there 
later on. Why was no attempt made to make a 
proper distribution? Also, why was no 
administrative action taken against the traders 
who were responsible for manipulating the 
prices? We all know—Dr. Manmohan Singh 
and all of us—that inflation is caused by a 
situation where too much of money chases too 
few goods. You have allowed the money to be 
generated. By the policies which you followed, 
whether the policies in relation to banking, 
trading or other things, you allowed the money 
to be generated, but production collapsed. It is 
not only production of onion or potato, but as 
Dr. Manmohan Singh has said, taking the entire 
country's economy into account, there has been 
an all-round failure on the part of the BJP 
Government to raise production. My question 
is, why did it happen? The Government gave 
all kinds of support to the private sector. Still 
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 the private sector did not respond. Why did 
they not respond? The Government gave all 
kinds of support to the foreign private 
investment. Still they did not respond. Our 
Finance Minister spends more time in the 
United States than here. Swadeshi has been 
ditched. There is no more talk of Swadeshi. 
Still foreign private investment does not come. 
And the lack of confidence in the Government 
has not only been expressed by the voters of 
Delhi or Madhya Pradesh or Rajasthan, it has 
also been expressed by foreign investors 
because the value of the rupee is going down. 

It is also reflected in the share market in 
our country. The share index was around 4,000 
a few months ago. Now it is less than 3,000. 
Why is there this lack of confidence? The lack 
of confidence has come because of the way 
the economy has been managed, the policy has 
been managed, the society has been managed. 
I do not have the time to go into the details of 
these things. It is a reflection of the all-round 
failure of the Government in the last six 
months. That is reflected not only in the 
election but also in the prices quoted in the 
share market, in the price quoted for the Indian 
rupee in the foreign market and also in the price 
of onions. I was told by the Minister when he 
was replying to another question that we must 
be happy that the East-Asian debacle was not 
repeated in India. He was very happy about it. 
As an economist my question is just the 
opposite. If East-Asia was suffering, why could 
not India gain at the cost of East-Asia? What I 
am saying is, if the investors were withdrawing 
money from South East-Asia, then why did not 
they invest in India? If South East Asia and 
East-Asia are competing with India, then why 
was there a collapse, why was there 
unwillingness on the part of the foreign 
investors? I am not in favour of foreign 
investors but what I am saying is, you 
encouraged them. 

Earlier, when there was a crisis in India , 
the investors sent money to East-Asia. Why 
this time they did not come to India? It was 
because of the lack of confidence which is 
reflected not only in the way the voters have 
turned out over the last two days but also by 
the Indian people in general, by the foreign 
investors, even by the supporters of BJP. The 
supporters of BJP had no cinfidence in the 
BJP. 
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There is another reason why there was rise in 
prices. When the Government came to power 
they gave a pledge that they had an agenda of 
their own which they did not want to implement 
and that they would only implement the 
national agenda which had been worked out 
by all the allies together. That was the pledge 
made publicly, a pledge made after the 
elections, a pledge made in the House also, 
that they would only stick to the national 
agenda, they would not implement their own 
agenda, lake the Pokhran issue. What does 
Pokhran imply for inflation? Pokhran implies 
a heavy diversion of economic resources for 
having military establishment along the border. 
Pokhran implies a heavy transfer of resources 
from money which could have been spent for 
production, in infrastructure which has been 
mentioned, or in hospitals, in schools. This 
money is now being invested for things which 
are not giving us any competitive advan'ige. 
So, whatever inflation is taking place, it is also 
largely because of whatever money we have,. 
not very much, but a lot of money is being 
wasted in expenditures which are not 
productive. That is also a major reason. We do 
not have the figures. The Government does not 
give us all the figures for all the expenditure 
they make on military, on defence. These 
figures would make it clear as to why this 
inflation has been contributed by this defence 
expenditure. All I want to say is, the 
Government should take a lesson from this. 
People are not fools. They can be fooled only 
for a short while. Some of them can be fooled 
all their life but you cannnot fool all the people 
all the time by all these tricks. So the people 
have learnt the lesson and I hope the 
Government will also learn the lesson. 
Certainly, the allies of the Government will 
learn the lesson. Thank you. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Now Shri Jayant 
Kumar Malhoutra. 

SHRI YOGINDER K. ALAGH 
(Gujarat): Sir, he has given my name. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I will call one by 
one. 

SHRI YOGINDER K. ALAGH: Sir, he 
has given my name. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Then I will call you 
later on. Now Shri Virumbi. 

SHRI JAYANT KUMAR 
MALHOUTRA 

(Uttar Pradesh): Sir, I have suggested his 
name. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Actually, we are 
calling according to the names which have 
been given. 

SHRI YOGINDER K. ALAGH: No, Sir. 
...(Interruptions).... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I will give you time. 

There is no doubt about it. Now Shri 

Virumbi. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI 
(Tamil Nadu): Sir, now we are dealing with 
an important issue that rocked the country. 
For the last three months, the people who 
are 
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working from dawn to dusk are suffering like 
anything because of the price rise. But, 
fortunately, south of the Vindhyas more or less, 
the inflation is three per cent less than the 
national average. When the inflation in the 
south of the Vindhyas is three per cent less than 
the national average, in the north of Vindhyas, 
in some areas, it is double and in some areas, 
it is triple the average prices. Sir, the primary 
articles had contributed more than 60 per cent 
to the growth rate of inflation. The 
manufactured goods, including edible oils, 
have contributed more than 38 per cent to 
inflation. What is wrong with this? Is there any 
drought continuously in this year also? No. 
When there is no such situation, why is the 
price rise so abnormal? It is not commensurate 
with the production size. Even if we believe 
the statement issued by the Treasury Benches, 
the decline in the production of onions is 
between 10 to 20 per cent. Then the rise in 
prices should be commensurate with this. The 
prices are increasing six times or seven times 
and they are not commensurate with the actual 
production. Therefore, the mistake lies not 
with the reasons attributed by the Government. 
The reason actually lies somewhere else, i.e., 
complete mismanagement. When the prices of 
food products increase, automatically, the 
percentage consumption of those people who 
have an average family also increases. When 
the people spend more for the consumer and 
food products, ultimately, it is going to have 
an impact on the prices of these products. Their 
purchasing capacity will also be affected. 
Therefore, when the consumer products are 
affected, automatically, the market is affected. 
It affects the production and recession also 
takes place. Since the time at my disposal does 
not permit me to explain it in detail, I directly 
come to the main points. 

Sir, the ad hoc OGL policy is being applied 
by this Government. Because of this ad hoc 

OGL policy, the farm production system is 
being affected in this country. All of a sudden, 
one morning or another evening, they take 
some ad hoc policy decisions. These ad hoc 

decisions, particularly the OGL policy, have 
affected the farm production system in our 
country. The traders have now come to know 
that once an artificial scarcity is created in the 
market, automatically, the Government will 

give permission for the import licences. Sir, 
one section of the trading community has 
decided to create an artificial scarcity and they 
think that they have more or less won the battle. 
They.made the Government to bow before 
them and they are able to import items which 
are not at all required. Have the farmers been 
benefited? No. Have the consumees been able 
to buy at affordable prices? Neither the farmers 
nor the consumers are benefited from this. Who 
has benefited from this policy? The 
intermediate traders who used to loot public 
day in and day out are being benefited now. 
Your policies have benefited the people who 
stand against the people. I feel, this is a 
complete failure of Governance. Debt 
manipulation forces and unregulated private 
trading community is dictating the market 
now. We are unable to control the export and 
import policy. What I say is that the 
Government should ponder over this. 

Now the growth rate for the Ninth Five-
Year-Plan has been reduced from 7 per cent to 
6.5 per cent. Experts in the economic field 
feel that it will further shoot up the fiscal deficit 
to Rs. 63,000 crores. Therefore, I feel, the 
policy being pursued by the Government is 
going to end up in further price rise and it would 
shoot up the inflation rate again. What steps 
have you taken? You said that the list of 
commodities for import licence is being 
reduced. What for? You have reduced it for • 
sugar which is abundantly available here. 
When the State Governments requested that 
sugar import should be stopped, you did not 
yield. What prevented you from stopping the 
import of sugar? When you allow import of 
sugar when it is abundantly available in India, 
automatically, there would be a glut of stock 
in the market. The sugar factories are affected. 
Ultimately, the people who are working in 
the sugar factories are affected. When we want 
import, you do not bother. You are allowing 
import when we do not need. When you are 
allowing the import of sugar across the border, 
there is a fear that chemical poison will be 
automatically imported into India through 
sugar. Has the Government gone through this? 
Has it gone through this type of issues? You 
have not only failed in the export and import 
policy or fiscal policy, but you have also failed 
in controlling the money supply. What is the 
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money supply rate now? It was below 14 per 
cent in 1996 but now it is above 17 per cent. 
When the money supply is increased, when 
there has nit been so much increase in 
production, automatically it leads to inflation. It 
is a simple understanding. The market 
mechanism has totally failed or this ad-hoc 

import-export policy has added fuel to the 
inflation. Because of all these things, what we 
feel is that the prices have increased not 
because of shortage of commodities, but 
because of the wrong policies pursued by this 
Government. Therefore, I feel, at least, after the 
elections, you should know the feelings of the 
people. I request you to please ponder over these 
issues. When we said this in the last Session, 
you ignored our plea. I feel, the time has come 
for the Government to sit and think over the 
price rise, whether the actual production has 
gone down. If the production has gone down 
then the Government should look at as to how 
much it has gone, down and what is the actual 
import necessity. All of us are told that you are 
going to being onions from Iran by air. It meas, 
automatically the international prices would 
increase. They would come to an understanding. 
Is the scarcity to such an extent? No, it is not so. 
There was > no need for us to bring onions by 
air. When you say that you are going to import 
onions from Iran by air, the international 
market people think that so much scarcity 
prevails in India. The scarcity is not because of 
shortage but because of hoarding. But hoarding 
cannot be done for more than a fortnight. Then, 
why are you not able to bring the onions from 
out of the hoarding? You have accepted that 
decline in production is not more than 20 per 
cent. Then, how the prices have increased six 
times or seven times? Therefore, I feel, you 
have failed completely. I hope the Government, 
at least now, will ponder over this issue and 
accept the ideas given by the Opposition. Also, 
please discard the things you have previously 
done to find a new way. I feel, at least, in the 
coming months you would rectify the errors and 
the nation should overcome the rising prices. 
With these words, I conclude. 
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SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN 
(Tamilnadu): Sir, I am on a point of order. 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NILOPTAL BASU (West Bengal): 
He is talking about inflation. 
...(Interruptions)... On 27 July the Finance 
Minister of this country informed the entire 
House that the inflation had already come 
down ...(Interruptions)... He said that inflation 
would further come down with the arrival of 
kharif crop. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I cannot hear anything. 
...(Interuptions)... 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: 
Sir, I am on a point of order. 
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SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: That is the 
point. That is the point, (interruptions).. JJut, 
whose fault is this,!...(Interruptions).. 
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So kind of the Government 
...(Interruptions)... No... (Interruptions)... Sir, I 
want to seek one clarification. The proposal 
for amenmdnet is lying with the Standing 
Committee.. .(Interruptions)... 
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You please complete ...(interruptions)... 
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Mr. Reddy, are you yielding? 

SHRI SOLIPETA RAMACHANDRA 
REDDY (Andrha Pradesh): No, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No. He is not yielding 

...(interruptions)... 

SHRI SOLIPETA RAMACHANDRA 
REDDY Sir, thank you, very much... 

 

�� ���� ��-� : �ह(6�, 7F
 ���
 ��� 
���1� 	ह: ह&' ह�; 3� 8�<�
 �&�� �ह ह� �� �� 
1��� ��  F�� �ह&� �� /3 >�; ....(������) ... 
8�<� �� ��, �ह	� ��ह�� ह��; ....(������) ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He is not 
yielding...(interruptions)... No. Now, Mr. 
Ramachandra Reddy ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ���� ��-� : ���	 �
 6&��	� �� 1��� 
�� ����� �&R ह&8 ह� ....(������) ... 3� ���	� 
....(������) ... �ह(6�, �� ��	 �&�� �
 ��� 
�ह	� ��ह�� ह��, 8�<�
 E(�� �� �&�� ���0  !�	� 
ह�; 

SHRI SOLIPETA RAMACHANDRA 
REDDY: Mr. Chairman, Sir, thank you, very 
much. At the outset, on behalf of the Telugu 
Desam Party, I express my serious concern on 
the recent abnormal and unimaginable increase 
in prices of items of mass consumption such 
as pulses, edible oil, vegetables and specially, 
onions and salt. I need not mention here the 
active and predominant role played by onion 
prices in Indian democracy. My party feels/ 
that one of the reasons for this price rise is, no 
doubt, the shortfall in production. At the same 
time, I may sbmit to this House that it is also 
because of lack of vision on the part of the 
Ministry of Agriculture. Another thing is lack 
of coordination between the Ministry of 
Agriculture and the Ministry of Commerce. Sir, 
on the one side the scarcity is increasing in 
respect of onions, etc., and on the other the 
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Ministry of Commerce is trying to make 
money in the form of dollars from foreign 
countries. That is a very bad thing. Co-
ordination was essential, but it was not 
there. I am glad that a Chief Ministers' 
Conference took place an they have taken 
some wonderful decisions to control the 
prices in future. But the cat is of the bag. 
The bag is being tightened now. I am sorry. 
I would like to make some suggestions. I do 
not want to create any more controversies. 
The Agriculture Ministry should have vision 
and vigilance, which they are lacking. 

Secondly, when the Agriculture Ministry 
comes to know that due to some reasons 
some crops are not going to come, it should 
take the initiative and encourage farmers by 
giving some incentives to them, so that they 
may produce that particular product. Or, 
they should import and see to it that the 
prices are maintained. Then, the PDS 
should be strengthened. The PDS is very 
good in the South, but I am very sorry that 
in the North, it is an utter failure. Failure of 
the PDS is also one of the reasons for the 
price rise. Therefore, I request the 
Government, through you, that the public 
distribution system should be strengthened 
in the North and in the other States also. I 
request that the Government, the Ministry 
of Agriculture, should enter into the market 
through the NAFED or any other agency 
and when the prices are very low, when the 
fanners are selling their products at a very 
low prices, they should purchase those 
items and preserve them, store them. And 
whenever they sense that the prices are 
going to increase, they can control the 
prices by releasing such stocks. This should 
be done by the Government. 

Not only that; we are hearing since many 
months that the Essential Commodities Act 
will be diluted. We are also hearing that it 
will be scrapped. It is very necessary to 
strengthen the Essential Commodities Act. 
It is the only weapon to control the prices, 
to control hoarders, etc. Then, other items 
which are consumed everyday by the 
masses should be included in the Essential 
Commodities Act. Our Chief Minister, Shri 
Chandrababu Naidu, has requested that 
onions, turmeric, etc. should also be 
included in the Essential Commodities Act. 
It should be strengthened. But the States 
have no power for it. Whatever powers they 
have got are for name-sake only.   
Therefore, Sir, I 

request the Government of India through you 
not only to strengthen the Essential 
Commodities Act, but also to give wider 
powers to the State Govermemnts to put the 
prices under control. With these words, I 
conclude. 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �F�)�� �ह(6�, 
�
��� ��  ���� �� �4�� �� 8)	� �ह� �� #$+��  
����� ह(�
, 7/� ��#�g� �ह� ह(�
 �( �ह&� 7SE� 
ह(�� +���� !���  ��> ,� F
 �ह&� �� �&�� ��?� ह&3 
ह� �� !� ��� �� �  6( �
	 ���� �� %B �< ��	� 
��ह�� ह��; �ह �ह� /�� �� !�����  ��e���
� 
3+� �( F���
� �	�� )��q 	� 	ह: �	���; �ह 
3+� !��� )ह � �� �	��� ह&8 >� ,� �ह ���=�� 
��  ���	� �� �	��� ह&8 3+� >�; !� ��  ��6 �� 
�ह 3+� �ह�� )� ����� ��  � 3  ��� /�� �� �ह 
�ह� /�� !� ह�l� �� �� !��( 5���!�� �� �+� 
����
 �� F��� ��3; 5���!�� �� �+� ����
 �� F��� 
��	� )�� 	ह: ��	� ��ह�� >�; 7F
 ��  5���!� 
�� �+� ����
 	� ��)(�0 	ह: 6
 ह4; ��)(�0 	 8	� �
 
��ह �� !���  ���� �� �( ��	� ���ह��  >� �ह 	ह: 
���� �� ���; ह� ��	�� ह� �� �ह&� �B6
 �4 � � 
ह(	� ���ह��; �ह�� )� �ह �ह� /�� �� !��� @+�	 
	ह: � �� /��, �&	���<(�
 �( )�?� 	ह
 /��, 
���<(�
 �( 	ह: )�?� /��; �ह ��� �( #��� 
/�	0���� �( ��	� >�; �� �ह )�E	� ��ह�� ह�� �� 
��#� ��/�  �� ���	�  (/� �( )�?� /��? +�� 
�o� -6�� �� ���
 ह(�0� �( )�?� /��? 
....(������) ... 

�� ���1/�G C.���� (0���� ) : !	  (/� 	� 
E(? �6�� ....(������) ... 

&$ ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �o� -6�� �� ���
 
F
 #��� /�	0��� 	� ���
 ह(�0� �( )�?� ह( 
....(������) ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please let him finish. 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �( �
� >
 1��� �� 
�( �(' ह(p�/ ��	�  ��� �
� >
 	ह:; 
....(������) ... ��#� ��/�  �� 1��� �� �� 5��6� 
�
�� )� ����; �o� -6�� �� 100 R)�� �� ( �� 
1��� ���� ....(������) ... �6B 
 �� 10 R)�� 
�� ( ���� ....(������) ...�F�)�� �ह(6�, 6���
 
��� ह(�0� 3`� -("Q���0 ���
 #���� ��  7�6� 
....(������) ... �F�)�� �ह(6�, !�����  
��(���
� ��  7�6� +�� ����  	ह: ह�; !�����  
��(���
� �� !Hह(	� 6� � �<
 	ह:, 1��� 	ह:, 
8 � 	ह:; �� �
�� !��� 	ह: ह�; 6���
 ��� )"* � 
��"#$*���	 ��#�� �
 ह�; !��( !	���� ��	� 
���ह3; 
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!��( #$��>�	 ��	� ���ह3; )� �ह F
 #��� 
/�	0��� ��  ह�> �� ह�; )"* � ��"#$*���	 ��#�� 
���=�� ��  ���	� ��, �)E � 30-40 ��  �� �  �ह� 
ह4; %��( #$��>�	 	ह: ���� /��; %��( #$��>�	 
��	� �
 �R�� ह�; %���  7�6� �' �
�� ,� 
�� 	
 ���ह3; )�H�& )"* � ��#$
*���	 ��#�� 
F
 #��� /�	0���� 	� ��	� ह�; %���  ���� �� 
���0��ह
 +�� 	ह: �
 /�
; �
��
 ��� !��� 
�ह	� ��ह�� ह�� �F�)�� �ह(6� �ह�� )�; !��� 
�(' �� 	ह: ह� �� !��� #>�	
� ���� F
 ह�; 
�6�� 
 �� ����� � �
 �ह
; �F
 2ह6&#��	 �� 
�6�� 
 �� ����� 	ह: ह&'; 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, it is one o'clock. 
I think there are five or six more persons. Once 
they finish speaking, we will adjourn. Are you 
all aggreable to this? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes, we are 

agreable. 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : !��� �(' ��6�ह 
	ह: �� �&	�� �� ह�� ���
 !��� 	&���	 F&/�	� 
)?� ह�; ह� )��
 ��ह ��  (/� �( ��� 	ह: )�3; 
)�H�& �F�)�� �ह(6�, +�� �ह �ह
 	ह: ह� �� �( 
3����	#��0 -�!��� ह� �( ����� �
 ��� �� 
�
��� �	��
 ���
 ह�, %��� /�ह�� �
 �
�� 	ह: 
��
, ���  �
 �
�� 	ह: ��
, �
	
 �
 �
�� 
	ह: ��
 ....(������) ... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Whin people 
have rejected all these arguments, how can we 
accept? 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : ���	 �
 6&��	� �� 
�� 	� �� 
 ���
 �
� �� 3� )4�� �
 ��(��
 	ह: 
�
 /�
 ,� �	�(ह	 2�ह �
 !��
 /��ह
 6�/� 
�� !	��  ��!� )� �
	-�
	, ���-��� ��� 
3����	#��0 -�!��� ����
 /�
; !� ह���
 
����� 	� �(' 3����	#��0 -�!� 	ह: ����
 
....(������) ... 

�� ��� 0�m��� ���ह
� : r
�	, �� -�!� 
��!� )� 	ह: �(  �ह� ह�, �� )(� ��+� )� �(  
�ह� ह� ,� !Hह(	� �( ! �+�	 �� )ह � �ह
 ��� 
�ह: >
;  ���	 %��� ���� �	�� �� ��  /�� 
....(������) ..., 

�� �/��  : ह( /��; �4�G3; ....(������) ... 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : ���=�� ��  ,� )ह � 
��5�� �� ���-��� 3����	#��0 -�!��� ����
 
/�
; ह���� ����� ��  8	� ��  ��6 /�ह�� ��, ���  
��, ���
 �� F
 3����	#��0 -�!��� 	ह: ����
 
/�
; �F�)�� �ह(6�, �ह�� 3+�)(�0 �� ���  ह4, 
�)E � �
	 �� � �� 

1995-96 �� 3,50,989 �
�$� �	 1��� �� 
3+�)(�0 ���� /��; ��� !Hह(	� 4  �< �	 �� 
����, �)E � ��  3  �< �	 �� ����; �� �� 
�& E 3+�)(�0 ���� ह� �( �ह �ह� ���� ह� �� 
��ह� 8) 3+)(�0 ���� �ह� ....(������) ... 

�� ��� 0�m��� ���ह
� : ���� 1��!�� 8� 
8�0� ह�; �� �ह )�E �ह� ह�� �� 50 ��  .. 

�� �/��  : 6��� !� 	( 1��!�� _� 8�0�; 
8) %	�� )�E 	ह: ���� ह4 ....(������) ... 	ह: 
)�E ���� ह� 8) !	�� 

�� ��� 0�t��� ���ह
� : �� 8)��  ��o�� �� 
�� �ह� ह�� ....(������) ... 

�� �/��  : 	ह: )�E ���� ह�; �(' !	�� 
���  	ह: �� ���� ह�; !� �� 	 	�� 6� 1���!� 
8� 8�0�; 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �ह�� ��!�(�$� 
 
8)(��� ह(	� �
 ��ह �� /�	0��� )� ���0 ���� 
/�� ह� �ह�� �ह �ह� /�� �� 3+�)(�0 ��6 ��	� 
���ह3; ���� 3� 6(#� 	� �ह� �� 8) !^)(�0 �� 
�ह� ह�; �ह / � ��� �� �ह� ह�; �(' �
� !^)(�0 
	ह: ��	
 ���ह3; >
; 7/� 8) !^)(�0 ���/� �( 
6�� ��  ����	 �( 	&���	 ह(�� ह�; ���
 �/ह 
����	 ��  	&���	 �
 ��� �
 ���
 ह� ,� ���
 
�/ह 3+�)(�0 ���� �ह� !�� 3 -�!� �� /�
 
!��� ���  %G��� ���� ह�; �F�)�� �ह(6�, 
�
	 ��  �� ���=�� ��  ��5� �� 3,50,000, 
4,27,000 ,� 3.32,000 �	 ....(������) ... 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: 

Sir, what is this? 

 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : 8)	� !#�
�� 6�	� 
�
 ��� �
 ....(������) ... 

�� �/��  : 8) 7)	� 1��!�� �( <d� 
�
��3 ....(������) ... 8) 7)	
 ��� �( <d� 
�
��3; 8� 7������� 6
��3; 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �ह�/�' ��  �
	 �?� 
���� ह� ,� !� �ह�/�' )� �&9� ����� �� �( 
�^�� 	 ह&8; 

!� �&9� ����� ��  �^�� 	 �� ��  (/� 	� 
��  ����  ....(������) ... 

�� �/��  : �� 3-�� 3, 7� <d� 
���3;....(������) ... 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �ह�/�' ��  �
	 
���� ह&3; ....(������) ... 
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�� �/��  : 8) <d� �
��3; 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : ह��, �� <d� ���� ह��; 
3� �( �D�� �
 <���
 ��  ���� �ह�/�' ह&'; 6���
 
���=�� �
 40-50 ��  �
 	
���� ��  ���� �ह�/�' 
ह( �ह
 ह4; ,� �
���, !Hह(	� �( 7���ह� �4  ��
 
%	�
 ��ह �� ह&'; �4�� 	�� �
 �
�� ��  ���� �� 
7���ह �4  ��
 �� �� 
� R)��, )��� R)�� ��� 
/��, ���� 	�� �हH6&#��	 �� 20 ��  ��  � 3 
���
 ह4; !Hह(	� @�
 7���ह �4  ��
 �� ��ह�� �� 
)��� R)�� ��� /��, �6B 
 �� �
� R)�� ��� /�� 
,� 	�� �
��� ���
 7���ह� �
 ��ह �� %���  
7�6� ��� 6
; ....(������) ... 

�� �/��  : 8) <d� �
��3; 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �� 3� ��	� �� <d� 
�� �ह� ह��; 8' 3� �#� ���	2�/; ....(������) ... 

�� �/��  : !	�
 ��� �� �&�	3, 8) %	�
 
��� �&�	3; ....(������) ... 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �ह(6�, �� �ह �ह	� 
��ह�� ह�� �� �ह �ह�/�' �� ���  ���� 6�� �� ���  
ह4; ह� �� �( ��  ����  !���  ���� �� 2��� ��	
 
���ह3; ....(������) ...  ह�% �4 	 8' #)
�? 

�� �/��  : 8) !	�( <d� ��	� 6
��3; 
....(������) ... <d� �
��3; ....(������) ... 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : 8' ���  �!� �6� 
....(������) ... 

�� �/��  : !	�
 ��� �&�	3 ...(������) ... 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �)E � �6	� !Hह(	� 
�ह�/�' �� �( 	����O ���6� %G��� ....(������) 
... 

�� �/��  : !	�
 ��� �( �&�	3, 8) !	�
 ��� 
�( �&�	3; ....(������) ... 

&$. ���� �� ��� �dह$(� : �ह�/�' �� �( ���6� 
%G�	� ��ह�� >� �ह �&	�� �� ह
 %G� ��� ; 7� �( �� 
�� �� !	�( 3� ��> �4G ����  �4�� �F
 �&9� ��
 
�4G�  ह� %�
 -��� ���
 	��� F
 �4G ����  �� 8/� 
�4 �� !��( �(�� ��3, %� )� ����� ���; 7� 3� 
��� �ह�/�' �� 8)	� ���6� %G� � ��,  ���	 7� 
��� !� )� +��  /� ह&3 ह�? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is all right. Now, Shri 

Alagh. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Kerala): Sir, you 

asked for the sense of the House whether we 

should continue with the speech. Because of 
interruptions, we could not hear him 
properly. I suggest after the speech of Prof. 
Malhotra, the House should be adjourned 
for lunch and afterwards the next item on 
the Agenda be taken up. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A number of 
Members wanted to associate with what Dr. 
Manmohan Singh has said. I am allowing 
one person from each party for two minutes 
to associate. That is all. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: We can 

adjourn now and take it up after lunch. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: At 2.30, the Minister 
of Railways will make a statement. That is 
why we have decided that let three or four 
Members speak on this. Mr. Alagh. 

SHRI YOGINDER K. ALAGH: Sir, one 
of the unfortunate things that have happened 
is the utterly extraordinary five to six times 
increase in the prices of fruits and 
vegetabels and other essential items. This 
price increase took place during the last few 
months. Sir, you have given us computers. 
The data which is available on the NICNET 
shows that this much increase never 
happened in India's history. Still, the 
Government, instead of recognising the fact, 
is speaking in different voices. One day, the 
Delhi Administration tells the Court that the 
traders are not to be blamed. A very 
distinguished leader says that she would 
give onions at Rs. 2/- a kilogram. Another 
days we hear other stories. What we are 
really looking forward in this debate is a 
serious issue. We want some kind of a 
coherent and straight-forward strategy as to 
how the prices are to be controlled. There is 
a discussion on ESMA. Mr. Chairman, let 
me say, neither the Central Government, nor 
the State Governments, have the capability 
to deliver vegetables and fruits in an 
efficient manner to the consumers through 
the public distribution system, which is very 
correctly restricted to essential items like 
grains, edible oil and to a certain extent 
sugar to poor consumers. Therefore, since 
the price rise is of very important items in 
the consumer budgets, including fruits and 
vegetables, all the industrial workers and the 
agricultural labourers want a coherent 
strategy for this. Nobody is giving us details 
about this. Let me put it the other way 
round. What have the 
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Government done during the last six months to 
operate the market in an efficient manner? 
There is an Agricultural Marketing Act. There 
the Central Government has certain 
responsibility. The data that I have seen during 
the last week from the Market Intelligence 
Wing of the Ministry of Agriculture shows that 
even in Delhi more than two-thirds of 
vegetables and fruits are sold outside the 
regulated markets. 

Now, who is responsible for this? What you 
can enforce in terms of fair price is not being 
enforced at all. At the same time, statements 
are being made that the trade is not responsible 
for prices. Whatever legal responsibilities you 
have, those are not being fulfilled. Instead we 
are being given a lot of red-herrings that they 
would use the police force. The use of police 
force is not going to give vegetables and fruits 
to the housewives. 

The second thing that is available with us 
is a very detailed report on the development 
of agriculture markets in India by the Shankar 
Lal Guru Committee. This was made available 
to us last year. It says that in the areas where 
vegetables, fruits and horticulture products are 
grown, the markets are very weak. It gives 
specific responsibilities to the Central 
Government to take action to improve those 
markets. Now, I would like to know from the 
Government as to what has been done to 
enforce marketing efficiency in those markets 
where vegetables and fruits are sold. What has 
been done to develop markets in the last three 
months or six months? It is absolutely correct 
that our demand is rising. Today the demand 
is for onions; tomorrow it would be for potatoes 
and the day after tomorrow, it would be for 
eggs. It is true that since 1975, 1976 and 
particularly 1980 and 1981, the per capita 
consumption of these commodities is going up. 

In a newspaper article, I had given a rough 
estimate that the demand for vegetables is 
growing by 5 per cent. I find from the statement 
of the Prime Minister made at the Chief 
Ministers' Conference that he has quoted my 
number. I am planning to revise that number. 
So, the demand is really going up fast. Unless 
we have a marketing strategy, the prices of 
essential commodities will shoot up. I think we 
are being given all these rosy pictures without 

any substantive evidence. To suggest that the 
Government is serious on this issue is not 
correct. 

The third point is I don't think it is the case 
of any responsible Member in this House that 
at the present stage of the economy, the 
Government expenditure on infrastructure 
should be cut down. In fact, I would like to 
tell the hon. Minister of Industry that he should 
get the reasons for that from the Finance 
Ministry. According to a newspaper report 
some three weeks ago, the Department of 
Expenditure has advised all the Departments 
to cut down expenditure by 10 per cent. 
Therefore, there is a question that what has 
been provided for infrastructure in the Budget 
would not be spent. The Government are giving 
instructions that it should not be spent. 
According to the figures that he himsellf gave, 
the production of white goods is going up. But 
the production of capital goods is coming 
down. Mr. Minister, your figures are available 
on the computer. I make a statement. If you 
can contradict me, please do. Otherwise, I 
would expect you to give us the full picture. It 
is absolutey clear to me as to what will come, 
if you subtract the white goods from the capital 
goods. The Minister of Steel said in this House 
this morning that the demand for steel is not 
picking up. The rest of the capital goods sector 
is going down. This year its growth is less than 
last year. Similar is the case with the basic 
intermediates. ..(Interruptions).. Well, if you 
accept it, then, there will be serious 
consequences. Ministers are not just meant to 
accept statements and tell us that there is a 
business cycle. I can also give lectures on the 
business cycle. You have to tell us as to we 
can reverse the business cycle. If you are 
accepting it and your Government has also 
said that it is cutting Government expenditure 
on infrastructure, then, you owe an explanation 
to the House as to how seriously the economy 
is going to get out of the serious state in which 
it is in. Let me make it clear, I don't think it 
can be said that the Defence expenditure in 
India should be cut. I will not say that. I will 
also not say that expenditure on infrastructure 
should be cut. At the same, expenditure on 
consumption has to be cut. The results of the 
last six months shows that the Government 
expenditure is rising, money supply is 
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increasing by leaps and bounds, beyond 
your projections. Actually those things are 
behind this crisis. The complete inefficient 
macro-management is also behind this 
crisis. I agree with your strategy. I am not 
one of those people who say that the deficit 
should be cut down all the time. If the 
economy needs more expenditure on capital, 
if it needs more expenditure on Defence, it 
should be spent. Otherwise, there will be no 
question of industrial revival. There you are 
cutting down on your Budget projections. At 
the same time, you are increasing your 
consumption expenditure by giving all kinds 
of subsidies, all kinds of irresponsible 
increases. And that, together with your 
complete inability to handle the markets, is 
behind this crisis. Mr. Chairman, through 
you, very briefly, I demand that the 
Government must give us a coherent 
strategy. They must tell us what their 
method, strategy is. Where are they going to 
cut on Government consumption? I am not 
asking for expenditure on defence to be cut. 
I know that those needs are more. Where 
are. they cutting down on Government 
consumption, expenditure? Why are they 
cutting down infrastructure when the 
country's steel industry, cement industry and 
its capital goods industry are in a crisis? In 
addition to that, they must tell us how they 
are going to use the markets and not give us 
all these funny things, that through the 
public distribution system, they will be 
given vegetables and fruits to the popuation 
of this country. You cannot deliver onions. 
Even if you do it, your real cost will be five 
times that of the market. But the real 
question is of making the markets work. 
Why, in State after State, do your own 
data—the Market Intelligence Data of the 
Ministry of Agriculture—show that a very 
large proportion of trade is taking place 
outside the regulated markets? What are you 
doing about that? I think it is very important 
that the Government gives us a serious 
answer to this question. Thank your, Mr. 
Chairman. 

SHRI R. MARGABANDU (Tamil 
Nadu): Mr. Chairman, Sir, this price rise is 
not the concern of any one party, the ruling 
party or the Opposition. It is a question of 
national interest. Everybody should 
contribute concrete suggestions and 
criticisms for keeping prices under control. 
Several factors contribute to price rise.   As 
a matter of fact, even 

immediately after the Independence, Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru said that black-marketeers, 
speculators and hoarders should be hanged 
from the lamp-post. It is permeating from 
1952 onwards that black-marketeers are 
responsible for price rise. And what is the 
effective action taken against those people? 
This price rise has been existent from the 
beginning. There was a time in Tamil Nadu 
when the onion disturbed the rules. It is not 
as if it has disturbed the BJP now. Even the 
Congress was disturbed. 

The onion is not the only reason. There 
are problems among the agriculturists. What 
are the reasons for the results of these 
elections? Only two reasons, onion and 
potato. Apart from them, in relation to price 
rise, nothing has been spoken about the 
essential commodities like grains and other 
things. So far as agriculture is concerned, it 
is not respected very much. As a matter of 
fact, not even one-fourth of the market price 
goes to the producer. Agriculturists get only 
one-fourth whereas intermediaries and 
black-marketeers and hoarders are getting 
three-fourths of it. So, effective steps should 
be taken to see that the Essential 
Commidities Act is properly amended, that 
the anti-hoarders statute is properly 
amended. Stringent action has to be taken 
against hoarders. Unless these steps are 
taken, I respectfully submit, this cannot be 
contained. This is our view. Thank your. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Smt. Kamla 
Sinha.Two minutes. 
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SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN: Sir, I 
am aware of the time constraint the House is 
under. I just want to take one minute of your 
time or of the time of the House. I would like to 
fully endorse the views expressed by Dr. 
Manmohan Singh when he spoke on the Special 
Mention about the problem of price rise and its 
consequences. 

Sir, I just want to add one or two more points and 
bring them to the notice of the House. Sir, it was 
for the first time in the history of Indian 
democracy.—. I think so—that during this 
Diwali the housewives were not able to buy 
onions or salt because the prices had gone 
beyond their purse. In fact, in big shops onions 
were being offered along with the purchase of 

certain goods. If you bought two shirts or if you 
bought three shirts, one kilo onions were 
being offered as an incentive. That is the 
state to which the present ruling party has 
brought this country! 

Secondly, Sir, two seeks ago when I was 

in Abu Dhabi, some housewives who were 

there, some ladies belonging to the Indian 

Ladies' Association, approached me and 

they said, 'We would like to make a 

collection and donate onions and salt to the 

Indian people!' And the Housewives in Abu 

Dhabi and in the Emirates spared money 

from their own income because they felt 

sympathy for the Indian housewives, and 

they sent one ton of onions to the Indian 

housewives! This is the state to which we 

have reduced this country! 

Sir, much has been said about macro-

economics, about control of markets, about 

Government's consumption, about 

infrastructure. But I would like to draw the 

attention of the House to the plight of the 

housewives. Today, after the people have 

given their reply, onions are still selling at 

an impossible price. My friend has just now 

said that the poor people don't eat onions. 

Poor people eat salt. And Mr. Malhoutra 

said, Sir, that so far, the price of sugar has 

not gone up. Maybe, that is why the 

Government is still continuing so that they 

can increase the price of sugar also and 

completely add to the woes of the ordinary 

people! 

My point is that till today in most parts of 

the country the price of vegetables, the price 

of salt, the price of essential commodities is 

well beyond the purse of most of the 

households. Today people are finding it 

impossible to eke out a livelihood, to include 

the price rise in their budget. What is the 

Government doing? We would have been 

happy, if the Government had got up and 

said, "There has been some problem". We 

all know that the people have replied and 

their Governments lost power in two major 

States. They have lost the elections in all the 

States. We don't want to go into a political 

speech. Still the senior Members of the 

ruling party are getting up and saying that in 

Madhya Pradesh the prices have gone up 

and somewhere else the prices have gone 

down. 
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What is the Government doing? They are 
the people who are sitting in the 
Government What are we getting in reply? 
The Prime Minister takes recourse to poetry. 
Yesterday at the World Economic Forum he 
said that he was happy to be there and not 
anywhere else. May be, he will go to 
Switzerland. The Prime Minister says 
sultani, aasmani and all sorts of poetry. Mr. 
Sahib Singh Verma, the former Chief 
Minister of Delhi, says that the poor people 
do not eat onions. They want to blame the 
coalition partners, Mamta Banerjee and 
Jayalalita, for everything. They are not to be 
blamed at all. Mr. Badal on television says 
that during emergency, when Indira Gandhi 
was there, the price of onions went up to Rs. 
12 and the price of onions is still going up 
like that. This is the answer. I would like to 
ask: Is this the answer of a responsible 
Government? Today, Mr. Vijay Kumar 
Malhotra, my respected colleague, gets up 
and says, "It is because of you that the 
Essential Commodities Act has been 
referred to a Joint Committee." After having 
run out of the whole gamut of people to 
blame, they now tum round and blame the 
Parliament of India. I would like to remind 
Mr. Vijay Kumar Malhotra why it has been 
referred to the Joint Committee. The 
Government tried to dilute the Essential 
Commodities Act and that is why it went to 
the Joint Committee. But that is not my 
point. The housewives in India want to 
know the reason. When there is only 7 per 
cent shortfall in production you cannot 
blame the monsoon or the weather God. 
When the agriculturists are not receiving the 
increase in the price, why has the price gone 
up by five or six times? Why has it gone up 
beyond my budget? Who is the middleman? 
Against how many people has the 
Government taken action? How many 
people have you punished? Who are the 
people that you are shielding? Let this 
Government get up and say. 
(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: Sir, 
this is misleading. (Interruptions)... This is a 
function of the State Government. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTI NATARAJAN: 
Therefore, my question is very simple. Sir. 
when there is only 7 per cent shortfall, when 
the fanner is not getting even a small part of 
the increase in the price, why is it that the 
housewives in the country have to pay such 
an astronomical price for onions, potatoes, 
salt 

and almost all the important essential 
commodities? This Government has to 
answer it. There is no use in blaming the 
States. There is no use in blaming the Chief 
Ministers. Their own Chief Ministers are 
blaming this Government. This Government 
has to get up, take notice and accept the 
responsibility for all that has taken place. If 
they do not, I have only one suggestion to 
make to this Government in this regard. I 
think it is time that they resigned accepting 
responsibility and went home so that the 
best combination who can run the 
Government will run the Government. 
Thank you. 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA (Nominated): I 
know there are many experts on the 
economic front who are giving reasons why 
the price rise took place. If one visits 
various parts of India and asks the 
housewives, the answer is not quite the 
same as in those places where the elections 
took place. So, I have a reason to jump to 
the conclusion that much of the price rise 
that took place in these areas was due to the 
election. (Interruptions)... 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: 
Why (Interruptions)... 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: I will not say 
anything more (Interruptions)... 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Sir, a 
scientist is giving an unscientific answer. 
(Interruptions)... 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: Sir, let me 
speak. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please. Let him 
speak. 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: The point is 
that in parts of south India no big rise in 
price took place. The prices have always 
been rising. If you go to the right place, you 
will find that a big rise in price has actually 
not taken place there. 

If you go to luxury places where the 
mafia is operating, then, of course, you can 
see the difference. But I woud like to give a 
different opinion. I may be wrong also. To 
depend so much on economics when 
elections are due and when there is so much 
tension, it leads to a wrong conclusion, in 
my view. However, (Interruptions). He can 
go and buy it. (Interruptions). I would like 
to say that if the Government, not 
necessarily the present Government
 (Interruptions). 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Let him speak 
(Interruptions). 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: Sir, how can we 
discuss anything when so many people are 
speaking? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please speak. 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: Sir, I am saying 
that it is impossible for any Government to 
implement its policies within five or six 
months. The problems really go back to a very 
long period of time. An hon. Member just now 
said that this price rise was due to the nuclear 
explosions. I don't see any connection between the 
two. The prices had gone up long before the 
present Government came to power. If the prices 
have increased after the explosions, then I would 
say that this is entirely due to the fact that your are 
paying some price for the morale that the Army 
got for making the country self-sufficient. It is 
something that we should feel proud. 
(Interruptions). Some people here may not agree 
with me, but I will continue to say..... 
(Interruptions). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please, don't interfere. Let 
him complete. (Interruptions). That is 
alright. Let him speak. 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: Sir, they are not 
listening to the other side. That is why they are 
not getting any benefit from the discussion. I will 
just conclude — I am a short speaker, I am not a 
long speaker — by saying that many years ago, 
the Atomic Energy Commission suggested as to 
how onions could be preserved for several 
months by a very simple process. But that 
process is being used abroad. It is not being used 
in India. Why? It is because of the slowness in 
introducing modem technology. I will say that 
all this price control and everything is 
wonderful politics, but bad modern 
technology. With these words, I sit down. 

THE MINISTER OF COMMERCE (SHRI 
RAMAKRISHNA HEGDE): Mr. Chairman, Sir, 
this is obviously not meant to be a reply because 
no debate has taken place. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: Then what was 
it? 

SHRI RAMAKRISHNA HEGDE: It was a 
Special Mention. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: All of you associated 
yourselves with Dr. Manmohan Singh. 

SHRI RAMAKRISHNA HEGDE: I thought it 
necessary to clarify a couple of points because 
certain statistics were quoted. I think they were not 
correct. I will talk only about onions because most of 
the hon. Members here happen to be very fond of 
onions. We are not only self-sufficient, but we 
are surplus in onions. Our annual production is a 
little over 40 lakh tonnes, sometimes, 41 lakh 
tonnes and sometimes, 42 lakh tonnes. According 
to the forecast made by agricultural scientists, this 
year i.e. 1997-98, there was expected to be a 
bumber crop. The estimated production was 45 
lakh tonnes. Sir, it is the policy not only of this 
Government but also of the previous Government 
to give a boost to export of agricultural products 
when we need to do it. So far, it is only 23 to 24 
per cent of our foreign trade that the agriculture 
sector contributes. In the month of July I happend 
to be in Pune in connection with the Annual 
Convention of the Federation of Grape Growers' 
Society. After I completed my speech, a 
gentleman from the audience came with a bag ful 
of onions. He came right upto the dais with the 
bag there were obviously no grapes — and he said 
“7�� ��ह�, �&C� ���!3 �� �� !��� +�� �R� ? 
����	 �� �ह� ह4”- The thing that he was saying 
is, please allow us to export. Let me also make it 
clear that the export of onion is not on OGL. It is 
realised through an organised institution called 
NAFED. And the signs were very clear. I do not 
know, but I felt it. I wrote a letter to the NAFED 
saying, "please stop exports". That was in the 
month of August or to be exact, it was on 12th 
August. But maybe because they had certain 
commitments made already and which they had 
to fulfil, they continued the exports. I realy do 
not know; many people did not take it. One of the 
greatest scientists that we have in this country, Dr. 
Raja Ramanna, said that there was some 
connection between election and price rise. I 
would like to support his argument. Just for a 
minute you think if there was no election in Delhi, 
there would not have been this strange 
phenomenon. Of course, nature has also 
contributed to this. Every Member knows it. 
And I do not want to apportion the blame on 
anybody I agree that on the part of the Government 
as well there might have been some laxity. Maybe if 
we had stopped 
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exports or if we had imported large quantity 
of onions one-and-a-half or two months 
before, it would have had some effect. You 
know that it is primarily the onion price; but 
there was some sympathetic rise in the price of 
every practical commodity and this is a 
psychological factor. Therefore 
...(Interruptions) 

SHRI N.K.P. SALVE (Maharashtra): Do 
you put the blame on election? 

SHRI RAMAKRISHNA HEDGE: No, no, 
my dear Salve, I would like to tell you that such 
a phenomenon had taken place two times, one 
in 1980 and other one in this year. The 1980 
elections were held after two-and-a-half years 
of the Janata Party rule and that was the 
resurrection of Mrs. Indira Gandhi. What was 
the issue? Onion ...(Interruptions) 

 SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: It is too much 
to accept all these things. Saying it was 
because of elections, giving this kind of 
excuses, ... (Interruptions) People have 
rejected these arguments ...(Interruptions) 

�� ��घ �&� 0W � : 8) <?� ह( ���� ह(, 
�&	�� �( ह� 	ह: ....(������) ... 8) ह� ��� )� 
<?� ह( ���� ह( ....(������) ... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: There should 
be a limit to all these things 
...(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down 
...(Interruptions) Please sit down when I am 
standing ...(Interruptions) 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU; We are walking 
out of the House ...(Interruptions) 

�� ���	 ��
� : ह� !��� ���(a ���� ह� 
....(������) ... 

SHRI RAMAKRISHNA HEGDE: What is 

this? What is the provocation for this Walk-

Out? (Interruptions) 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: We are 

interested to hear him but not this excellent 

story telling ...(Interruptions) 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: We are 

unable to get proper response from the 

Government. Therefore, we walk out. 

(At this stage some hon. Members left the 

Chamber.) 

SHRI RAMAKRISHNA HEGDE: If they 
had wanted some excuse, they could have 
invented some other excuse. 

Finally I would like to say that the Congress 
men are very lucky with onions. In 1980, they 
won the elections on the basis of onions and 
now also they have won. My suggestion is the 
Congress Party should choose onions as its 
symbol. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now it is quarter to two. 
Would you like me to adjourn till 2.30 or till 
quarter to three? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: We would like 
the House to be adjourned till quarter to three. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Nitish Kumar will 
make a Statement on the Railway accident 
which occurred at Khanna. Then he will have 
to make it at 2.45 p.m. So, the House is 
adjourned till 2.45 p.m. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at 1.46 
P.M. 

The House reassembled after lunch at forty-
seven minutes past two of the clock. 

The Vice-Chairman (Shri Sanatan Bisi) 
in the Chair. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): We will like up the 
statement to be made by the Minister. 

STATEMENT REGARDING 
ORDINANCE 

Prasar Bharti (Broadcasting 

Corporation of India) Amendment 

Ordinance, 1998 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND 
BROADCASTING (SHRI MUKHTAR 
NAQVI): Sir, I lay on the Table, a statement 
(in English and Hindi) explaining the 
circumstances which had necessitated 
immediate legislation by the Prasar Bharti 
(Broadcasting Corporation of India) 
Amendment Ordinance, 1998. 

[Placed in Library See No. LT2398/98] 

...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): Just a minute, please. 
(Interruption) Please sit down 
(Interruptions) 
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SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA (West 
Bengal): Please. Let me speak, Sir. We 
seriously object to the statement that is being 
laid most innocuously, most innocently and 
most surreptitiously, violating all norms of 
parliamentary standard and morality. You will 
remember, Sir, that on the last day of the last 
Session, the majority of the House stood up 
collectively and asked for extension of the 
Session so that we could discuss the Prasar 
Bharti Bill. We were given to understand by 
the then Minister, the Madam, that the 
Presidential approval had not come and, 
therefore, the House could not take up the 
matter for discussion. In my considered view 
and in the view of many of us who had looked 
into this aspect, the paper relating to the 
Presidential approval was not sent at the point 
of time the then Minister was making the 
statement. That paper was not sent. 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI (Uttar Pradesh): 
This is a very strange kind of objection, Sir. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: It is not 
only an objection. I am also suggesting that 
the then Minister had deliberately not given 
the correct information and, therefore, her 
behaviour tantamounts to misleading the 
House. (Interruptions) 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: I am on a point 
of order. (Interruptions) 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS, MINISTER OF 
STAE IN THE MINISTRY OF 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND 
MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF 
PLANNING AND PROGRAMME 
IMPLEMENTATION (SHRI RAM NAIK): 
Has he given it in writing? (Interruptions). He 
cannot make such allegations. (Interruptions).  

Has he given notice? I object to it as 
Parliamentary Affairs Minister. (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): Please take your seats. 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, I do it with all 
responsibility. I do it as a Member of this 
House. I do it knowing fully well the 
consequences of it.   According to my 

information, the papers were deliberately sent 
late so that plea could be made the basis for not 
raising the Bill for discussion. Sir, we 
demanded that the Session be extended by one 
day. A majority of the Members demanded that. 
We even signed a petition to the hon. 
Rashtrapatiji — a majority of the Members, not 
some Members, Sir. The Government did not 
pay any heed to us. Taking advantage of the 
lacuna in the business procedure — because the 
House cannot force the Government to place 
the Bill — neither the hon. Chairman 
...(Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): No, no. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Sir, 
taking advantage of that, a *has been 
perpetrated on this House. 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM (Uttar 
Pradesh): Sir, this is unparliamentary. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): Mr. Gurudas Das Gupta, 
please sit down. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West 

Bengal): Let the Minister defend himself. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): Please, sit dowrr. I will give 
you a chance. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Sir, I am 
on the last sentence. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): He has a point of order. 
Please take your seat. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: No, Sir, 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): He has a point a order. 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI: Sir, he has 
misused the opportunity given to him. 
...(Interruptions)... 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN     (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): He has a point of order. 
Kindly take your seat. *Expunged as ordered 
by the Chair 


